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ABSTRACT: Can molecular dynamics simulations predict
the mechanical behavior of protein complexes? Can
simulations decipher the role of protein domains of unknown
function in large macromolecular complexes? Here, we
employ a wide-sampling computational approach to demon-
strate that molecular dynamics simulations, when carefully
performed and combined with single-molecule atomic force
spectroscopy experiments, can predict and explain the
behavior of highly mechanostable protein complexes. As a
test case, we studied a previously unreported homologue from
Ruminococcus f lavefaciens called X-module-Dockerin (XDoc)
bound to its partner Cohesin (Coh). By performing dozens of
short simulation replicas near the rupture event, and analyzing
dynamic network fluctuations, we were able to generate large simulation statistics and directly compare them with experiments
to uncover the mechanisms involved in mechanical stabilization. Our single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments show that
the XDoc-Coh homologue complex withstands forces up to 1 nN at loading rates of 105 pN/s. Our simulation results reveal that
this remarkable mechanical stability is achieved by a protein architecture that directs molecular deformation along paths that
run perpendicular to the pulling axis. The X-module was found to play a crucial role in shielding the adjacent protein complex
from mechanical rupture. These mechanisms of protein mechanical stabilization have potential applications in biotechnology for
the development of systems exhibiting shear enhanced adhesion or tunable mechanics.
■ INTRODUCTION
Molecular structure and motion can be studied using various
techniques, but none offer a level of detail comparable to
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. By depicting atomic-
level motions with femtosecond resolution, all-atom MD
provides researchers with a unique computational microscope.1
It is crucial, however, to validate simulations by direct
comparison with experiments.2,3 Once validated, MD can
provide structural and mechanistic insights at extremely high
resolution. One field in which insights gleaned from MD
simulations can have a major impact is in the study of
molecular biomechanics. Molecular biomechanics4−6 is a topic
that is challenging to study experimentally because molecular
level mechanical properties remain hidden to ensemble
averaging methods and bioinformatic methods, and require
measurements with high spatial and temporal resolution. MD
simulations can therefore aid experimentalists and provide
mechanistic insights of molecules under force.
We previously reported on the extreme mechanostability
among folded domains7−9 and receptor−ligand com-
plexes10−16 derived from cellulose-degrading enzyme networks
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known as cellulosomes. The binding partners within these
networks belong to grouped families of conserved domains
called Cohesin (Coh) and Dockerin (Doc),17 comprising tens
of dozens of known homologues that exhibit high affinity and
specificity.18 X-modules (Xmod) are Ig-like folds frequently
found as tandem dyads adjacent to scaffold-borne Docs that,
despite having been heavily studied, have no known function.19
The most mechanostable Coh−Doc interaction reported to
date is a complex from Ruminococcus f lavefaciens (Rf) formed
between the tandem dyad CttA-XDoc and the cell-wall
anchored Cohesin E (CohE).12,20 In its native pulling
geometry, this complex was capable of resisting forces of
500−800 pN at loading rates ranging from 2 to 300 nN/s.12
Here, we report a related protein complex that is
significantly stronger. Depicted schematically in Figure 1A,
Rf scaffold B (ScaB) is found within the same cellulosome as
the previously reported CttA-XDoc:CohE complex12,15 and
contains a C-terminal XDoc (ScaB-XDoc) that shares high
sequence homology with CttA-XDoc. The role of ScaB-XDoc
is to connect the large protein machinery of the Rf cellulosome
to the cell wall via high-affinity binding to CohE.21−23 CohE is
itself covalently linked to the peptidoglycan outer cell wall by a
sortase-mediated pathway.24,25
To investigate the adhesion forces at play in the ScaB-
XDoc:CohE complex, we employed steered molecular
dynamics (SMD)26−28 simulations. Using a wide sampling
approach, simulations were performed with many replicas for
each of the systems, allowing us to analyze experiments and
simulations in the same statistical framework. Wide sampling
combined with dynamic network analysis29 allowed us to
visualize most probable deformation pathways through the
protein architecture and understand how resistance to
mechanical stress arises at the level of individual complexes.
Simulation results were validated using single-molecule force
spectroscopy (SMFS) experiments carried out with an atomic
force microscope (AFM) over a range of loading rates. By
recording the force required to break the complex for
thousands of individual interactions, we built up sufficient
statistics to analyze the interaction and unfolding pathways.
We describe remarkable agreement between simulations and
experiments, demonstrating that they probe fundamentally the
same molecular process. Such an approach provided a strong
basis for the molecular-level mechanistic descriptions that
emerged from detailed analysis of MD simulations.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Modeling. There were no structural data available on the
ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex, so we built a homology model30
based on CttA-XDoc. The primary sequences of CttA-XDoc
and ScaB-XDoc are highly similar containing 47% sequence
identity.20 ScaB-XDoc is slightly longer (Figure 1B),
containing small sequence insertions in the Xmod domain
and Doc insert regions. Doc insert regions are sequence
additions within the conserved Doc sequence that make
contact with Xmod in the CttA-XDoc:CohE crystal
structure.20 It was suggested that these Doc inserts provide
structural buttresses for the elongated stalk-like conformation
of the Xmod.20 We employed MODELLER 9.1731 and used
CttA-XDoc (PDB 4IU3)20 as a template to obtain a model of
the ScaB-XDoc structure. We then used VMD32 to align
helices 1 and 3 of the model structure (ScaB-XDoc) with those
contained in the template (CttA-XDoc:CohE complex) to
build a homology model of the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex
(see Figure 1C). For the two sequence gaps in the Doc insert
loop regions marked by red arrows in Figure 1D, we performed
a loop optimization protocol using ROSETTA.33 The obtained
structure was further refined with MD simulations. Equilibra-
tion for 100 ns was performed using NAMD34,35 through its
QwikMD interface.36 Figure 1C,D shows the structure
obtained after loop optimization and equilibration by MD
simulation. The equilibration resulted in a stable complex with
no major changes in conformation when compared to the
initial structural model.
Figure 1. Homology model of ScaB-XDoc:CohE. (A) Schematic of the Rf cellulosome protein network for fiber degradation.20 The two cell-surface
anchoring complexes are CttA-XDoc:CohE and ScaB-XDoc:CohE. (B) Representation of secondary structures of Coh (CohE) and XDoc domains
from both CttA (PDB ID: 4IU3) and ScaB (model protein). (C) The structural homology model of the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex colored by
secondary structure and (D) colored by sequence similarity (BLOSUM60) to CttA-XDoc:CohE. In (D), regions indicated by red arrows are ScaB-
XDoc insert sequences not present in CttA.
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Mechanical Dissociation in Silico and in Vitro. To
evaluate the behavior of ScaB-XDoc:CohE under force, we first
performed in silico SMD simulations28 employing NAMD34
through the QwikMD36 interface. An atom of the ligand was
attached to a dummy atom via a virtual spring of known
stiffness. The dummy atom was then moved at constant
velocity and the force was determined using Hooke’s law.
Simultaneously, an atom of the receptor was anchored to its
initial position with another virtual spring of high stiffness.
Specifically, the N-terminus of ScaB-XDoc was fixed and the
C-terminus of CohE was pulled at a constant velocity of 5.0 Å/
ns (Figure 2A). For comparison, CttA-XDoc:CohE was
simulated under the same conditions. To capture the stochastic
nature of the thermally driven unbinding process, 75 replicas
were performed for each complex.
For in vitro AFM-SMFS experiments, CttA-XDoc and ScaB-
XDoc were produced as purified recombinant fusion proteins
in E. coli bearing an N-terminal carbohydrate binding module
(CBM) and an N-terminal ybbR-tag. The ybbR tag allowed for
covalent and site-specific surface immobilization, catalyzed by
4′-phosphopantetheinyl transferase (Sfp synthase), while the
CBM domain served as a fingerprint/marker domain with
known unfolding force and contour length increment that was
used for filtering large-scale AFM-SMFS data sets as previously
described.15 CohE was also produced bearing a C-terminal
CBM fusion domain and C-terminal ybbR-tag. These surface
anchoring sites (N-terminus for XDoc, C-terminus for Coh)
precisely mimic the orientation of these domains within the
cellulosome network in vivo. Using microwell silicon masks,
ybbR-CBM-ScaB-XDoc and ybbR-CBM-CttA-XDoc were
immobilized at spatially separated locations on a single glass
slide (Figure 2B). This allowed us to probe both proteins with
the same cantilever, which was covalently modified with CohE
as described previously.8,13,37,38 In doing so, we could compare
the interactions between the two Docs and CohE while
circumventing errors that would arise from uncertainty in
cantilever calibration, which are known to be on the order of
±10%.39,40
Upon contact between the AFM tip and the surface, an
XDoc:CohE complex formed, and the cantilever was retracted
at constant speed, resulting in unfolding of two CBM domains
in series followed by rupture of the receptor−ligand
interaction. This experiment was repeated tens of thousands
of times and large-scale data sets of force vs extension curves
were obtained and screened for 2× CBM unfolding contour
length increments to positively identify single-molecule
interactions.10
Force distributions of both in silico (Figure 2C) and in vitro
(Figure 2D) experiments consist of the highest forces reached
in each experimental single-molecule force−extension curve or
simulation trial. In some cases, the Xmod unfolded at high
force, followed by complex rupture at low force. For these
simulated traces, the Xmod unfolding force was included in the
histogram. If the complex dissociated with the Xmod
remaining folded, the complex rupture force was included in
the histogram. Both simulations and experiments show an
unimodal force distribution for ScaB-XDoc:CohE that could
be fitted with a two state Bell−Evans model, whereas CttA-
XDoc:CohE yielded a bimodal distribution. The simulations
predicted that the ScaB-XDoc:CohE interaction should
withstand significantly higher forces than those of the CttA-
XDoc:CohE interaction. Remarkably, the experiments con-
Figure 2. Mechanical dissociation of ScaB-XDoc:CohE and CttA-XDoc:CohE using in silico (left) and in vitro (right) approaches. (A) Schematic
illustration of the setup for simulations. Constant velocity SMD simulations were performed at a pulling speed of 5.0 Å/ns. The N-terminus of
ScaB-XDoc or CttA-XDoc was restrained in space with a virtual spring, while the C-terminus of CohE was pulled by another spring. The force
applied to the spring was monitored during each time step of the simulation. (B) Schematic illustration of the experimental AFM setup, which is
analogous to the simulation. Both protein complexes were probed with the same Coh-modified cantilever. (C) Comparison of complex rupture
forces arising from mechanical dissociation of ScaB-XDoc:CohE or CttA-XDoc:CohE from in silico MD simulations. Histograms were assembled
by taking the highest force reached in each simulation trajectory. (D) Comparison of the forces arising from forced dissociation of ScaB-
XDoc:CohE and CttA-XDoc:CohE from in vitro single-molecule AFM at a pulling speed of 1600 nm/s.
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firmed this finding, with ScaB-XDoc:CohE ruptures reaching
forces of ∼1 nN, ∼50% higher than those observed for CttA-
XDoc:CohE at the same loading rate. This finding places ScaB-
XDoc:CohE among the most mechanically stable protein
receptor−ligand complexes reported to date.
Results from simulations and experiments were found to be
in very good agreement despite the 6 orders of magnitude
difference in force loading rate. Although the agreement is very
good, we have previously reported even better agreements for
rupture events in bacteria adhesion complexes.41 Here, our
simulation results reveal a rupture force that is approximately
8% lower for the CttA-XDoc:CohE complex and 14% lower for
the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex, when compared to the
expected forces based on extrapolations of the experimental
results using a Bell−Evans model (see Supporting Information
Figure S1). We believe that force field parameters and the use
of a homology modeling protocol may be responsible for these
small differences.
Both ScaB-XDoc:CohE and CttA-XDoc:CohE interactions
were observed to dissociate along at least three different
unbinding pathways, which can be seen in Figures 3 and 4A, B.
MD simulations revealed the complexes were either broken
without prior domain unfolding (one-step event, Figure 3A,B),
at nearly the same time as the region connecting the Xmod to
the Doc binding helices unfolds (Figure 3C,D), or
accompanied by a previous complete Xmod domain unfolding
(see Figure 3 E,F). The frequency of occurrence of each of
these unbinding pathways is shown in Table 1. In the second
class of unfolding trajectories (Figure 3C,D), contact was lost
between Doc insert regions and Xmod followed by loss of Doc
Figure 3. Exemplary force−extension traces from steered molecular dynamics simulations. Plots represent the three types of rupture events
observed in CttA-XDoc:CohE and ScaB-XDoc:CohE simulations. (A) For CttA-XDoc:CohE, one-step rupture events were observed in 57 out of
75 replicas. (B) For ScaB-XDoc:CohE, one step rupture events were observed in 34 out of 75 replica simulations. In the one-step event, all three
domains (Coh, Doc, Xmod) remained intact following rupture. (C) For CttA-XDoc:CohE, a destabilization of Doc during breakage was observed
in 16 out of 75 replicas. (D) For ScaB-XDoc:CohE, Doc destabilization occurred in 39 out of 75 replicas. Doc partial unfolding led to multipeak
force vs extension traces that were highly variable in replica simulations. (E) For CttA-XDoc:CohE, Xmod unfoding was observed in 2 out of 75
replicas. (F) For ScaB-XDoc:CohE, Xmod unfolding was also observed in 2 out of 75 replicas. Xmod unfolding led to multipeak traces that were
variable in each trajectory. The first and largest peak in these cases corresponded to the loss of contact between Xmod and Doc insert regions.
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secondary structure. In these cases, concerted Doc unfolding
and complex rupture exhibited highly variable behavior among
the various simulation replicas. It is worth emphasizing that the
triggering factor for a possible concerted unbinding-unfolding
was the loss of contact between Doc inserts and Xmod. As was
proposed by Salama-Alber et al.,20 these regions would
presumably lend structural reinforcement to the stalk-like
conformation of these Xmods. Our results agree with the
proposed model, providing dynamical information to the
atomic data. The sequence additions within the inset regions of
the ScaB Doc domain provide for a stronger contact with
XMod and are likely playing a role in the higher mechanical
Figure 4. Dynamic force spectra of CttA-XDoc:CohE (left) ScaB-XDoc:CohE (right). (A, B) Typical force−extension traces. First, both CBM-
domains unfolded. Their known unfolding behavior served as a fingerprint, indicating that single molecular complexes were probed. Then, for both
ScaB-XDoc:CohE and CttA-XDoc:CohE, Xmod remained either folded until complex rupture (upper traces, purple and blue) or unfolded (lower
traces, orange and pink) prior to complex rupture. When Xmod unfolding occurred, both complexes ruptured at markedly lower forces (bright
green and teal). (C, D) Dynamic force spectra for each class of unfolding or unbinding events that are encircled in (A, B). The colors match the
corresponding events in (A, B), and a different color saturation was chosen for every other pulling speed to display the resulting populations more
clearly. Data were fitted with the two-state Bell−Evans model. (C) Complex rupture forces. In cases where Xmod remained folded, the ScaB-
XDoc:CohE complex ruptured at markedly higher forces than did CttA-XDoc:CohE over the entire range of loading rates tested (purple vs blue).
When the Xmod unfolded, the complexes showed nearly identical rupture behavior (bright green vs teal). (D) Comparison of the peak forces
reached in both unbinding pathways. The data points either stem from complex rupture events for traces lacking Xmod unfolding, or from
unfolding of the Xmod. Interestingly, the most probable unfolding force of ScaB’s Xmod is about the same as the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex
dissociation forces that occur when Xmod remained intact (orange vs purple). The same was not true for CttA-XDoc:CohE, where Xmod
unfolding forces were surpassed by complex dissociation forces with no prior Xmod unfolding (blue vs pink). The likelihood of observing Xmod
unfolding prior to complex unbinding was only 7% for ScaB-XDoc, as compared to 43% for CttA-XDoc.
Table 1. Occurrence of Each Unbinding Pathway Observed
in the SMD Simulations
system
one-step
rupture
Doc concerted
unfolding
Xmod
unfolding
ScaB-XDoc:CohE 34/75 39/75 2/75
CttA-XDoc:CohE 57/75 16/75 2/75
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stability of the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex as compared with
the CttA-XDoc:CohE complex. However, we were not able to
identify a clear unfolding path in these concerted events, and
Figure 3C,D shows exemplary force traces with intermediates
that have no statistical significance. These results indicated
that, under high-tensile forces, Doc can unfold nearly
simultaneously with complex dissociation. Yet some of the
Coh:Doc contacts were present for a couple of nanoseconds
before the complex broke apart completely (see Figure 3C,D).
Thus, complex rupture shows a multistep force−distance trace,
with the final separation of Coh and Doc happening as a
shielded (lower force) event.
The frequency of occurrence of the various unbinding
pathways obtained from simulations is shown in Table 1.
These data indicate that ScaB-XDoc:CohE unbinding is more
often accompanied by Doc unfolding than is CttA-XDoc:CohE
unbinding. Since ScaB-XDoc and CttA-XDoc share nearly
identical sequence and structure at the Coh:Doc binding
interface, we attributed this difference to the higher forces
reached for ScaB-XDoc:CohE.
In the AFM-SMFS experiments, we could distinguish only
two unbinding behaviors for both ScaB-XDoc:CohE (Figure
4A) and CttA-XDoc:CohE (Figure 4B). One pathway that was
consistently observed corresponded to simulation pathway 1
(one-step rupture), where Xmod remained folded prior to
rupture of the complex at high force (Figure 4A and B, top). A
second experimental pathway corresponding to simulation
pathway 3 (Xmod unfolding) was also repeatedly observed in
the experiments where Xmod completely unfolded prior to
complex dissociation (Figure 4A and B, bottom). Following
Xmod unfolding for both CttA-XDoc and ScaB-XDoc, the
Doc:CohE complex was significantly destabilized and ruptured
at lower forces. We did not detect AFM-SMFS traces
corresponding to simulation pathway 2 (Doc concerted
unfolding), likely due to the nanosecond lifetime of the
intermediate state and the finite response time of the AFM
Figure 5. Analysis of ScaB-XDoc:CohE binding interface under force from SMD. (A) Average contact surface area between CohE and ScaB-XDoc
under unloaded and loaded conditions. The contact area increases under force load condition. The contacts were calculated using PyContact from
4 ns trajectory windows that were combined for all 75 trajectories. Standard deviations were calculated from these combined windows and are
presented as error bars. (B) Surface contact area of interacting residues of CohE under unloaded (red) and loaded (blue) conditions. (C) Surface
contact area of interacting residues of Doc under unloaded (red) and loaded (blue) conditions. (D,E) Surface of Doc (D) and Coh (E) showing
main interface residues. Hydrophobic residues are shown in white, polar residues in green, and negative and positive residues in red and blue,
respectively. (F,G) Rearrangement of binding residues of Coh (red) and Doc (blue) under force. The yellow circle shows the region of the binding
interface where a rearrangement increases the contact surface from the unloaded (F) to the loaded (G) configurations.
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cantilever. The short-lived state likely transitioned to a
completely unbound state before the released contour length
of the Doc could be resolved by AFM.
From SMFS experiments, we analyzed force-loading rate
data of rupture events obtained over a range of loading rates
(i.e., dynamic force spectroscopy42), as shown in Figure 4C,D.
Out of 16 034 single-molecule traces, unfolding of the Xmod
occurred in only 7% of all in vitro traces for ScaB-XDoc,
making this unfolding pathway much less frequent, as
compared to 43% of all in vitro traces for CttA-XDoc. For
both ScaB-XDoc and CttA-XDoc, complex dissociation forces
were drastically reduced following Xmod unfolding (Figure
4C). Interestingly, when comparing ScaB-XDoc:CohE vs
CttA-XDoc:CohE complexes both with unfolded Xmod
domains, higher mechanostability of ScaB-XDoc:CohE was
no longer observed. Complex dissociation of ScaB-XDoc:CohE
with an unfolded Xmod domain (Figure 4C, bright green) was
not stronger than complex dissociation of CttA-XDoc:CohE
with its Xmod unfolded (Figure 4C, teal). The similar behavior
observed for the two systems when Xmod is unfolded is an
indication that the higher forces reached by ScaB-XDoc:CohE
stem from differences in the Xmod rather than from differences
in the binding interface between Doc and Coh. For ScaB-
XDoc:CohE, the dynamic force spectrum of XMod domain
unfolding (Figure 4D, orange) was indistinguishable from that
of the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex rupture with an intact Xmod
(Figure 4D, purple), indicating that both events may initially
arise from a common energy barrier. The same is not true for
CttA-XDoc:CohE, where Xmod unfolding events (Figure 4D,
blue) occurred at lower forces than the complex dissociation
events with no prior Xmod unfolding (Figure 4D, pink).
Combining these two events into one histogram yields the
bimodal distribution for CttA-XDoc:CohE as displayed in
Figure 2D. Rupture force histograms of the data presented in
Figure 4 are available in Supporting Information Figures S2−
S5. It is worth noting that the exceptionally high rupture forces
measured both in silico and in vitro are disproportionate to the
equilibrium thermodynamic affinity for both complexes. The
Figure 6. Evolution of force propagation pathways. Force propagation pathways were calculated from correlation-based network analysis carried
out using SMD trajectories within 4.0 ns windows just prior to rupture. For one-step rupture of complexes CttA-XDoc:CohE (A) and ScaB-
XDoc:CohE (B), force-propagation routes nonparallel to the pulling axis are observed near the Doc:Coh interface. For complex rupture following
Xmod unfolding in CttA-XDoc:CohE (C) and ScaB-XDoc:CohE (D) simulation, we again observed redirection of force near XDoc:Coh interface.
The thickness of the dark blue tubes represents the number of suboptimal correlation paths connecting two nodes. Thicker tubes correspond to
higher likelihood of force propagating through a path. The observed changes in force direction, presented mostly as sharp turns in force
propagation routes particularly near the interface, suggest that the ultrastable complexes formed by Coh and Doc achieve mechanostability by
directing externally applied forces normal to the pulling axis. Consequently, more force is required to achieve a given separation along the pulling
axis.
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KD of CttA-XDoc:CohE obtained by isothermal titration
calorimetry (see Supporting Information Figure S6) was 18
nM while the KD of ScaB-XDoc:CohE was 149 nM, both of
which are comparable to other Coh:Doc interactions. The
discrepancy between the equilibrium analysis, where Ctta-
XDoc:CohE exhibits higher affinity, and the mechanical
analysis, where ScaB-XDoc:CohE exhibits higher rupture
forces, highlights how mechanical dissociation can direct
unbinding reactions along pathways that are distinct from
those dominant in the absence of force.
High-Force Mechanism. An increase in contact area upon
application of force was observed in previous SMD simulations
of the CttA-XDoc:CohE complex.12 Taking advantage of the
recently developed PyContact,43 we further analyzed our
simulation trajectories by quantifying the contact surface area
between CohE and ScaB-XDoc in both loaded and unloaded
scenarios. For the loaded scenario, we analyzed all trajectories
immediately prior to complex rupture over a simulation
window of 4.0 ns. For the unloaded scenario, we analyzed
equilibrium MD simulations, also over a 4.0 ns window. The
total contact area was found to increase upon loading due to a
rearrangement of interacting residues, as shown in Figure 5A.
We further analyzed the contact surface area per residue
(Figure 5B, C), and plotted the contact surface area for main
interacting residues as shown in Figure 5D and E.
ScaB-XDoc (Figure 5D) and CohE (Figure 5E) both exhibit
a binding interface comprising a hydrophobic core (white)
surrounded by polar (green) and charged residues (blue,
positive; red, negative). This residue pattern suggests that the
hydrophilic side chains prevent access of solvent to the interior
core. Such hot spots of binding are a common motif in
protein−protein binding interfaces, referred to as O-rings.44
Contact area between the two proteins increased upon
mechanical loading based on rearrangement of side chains
and closing off of the hydrophobic core to solvent (Figure 5F,
G).
Exemplary Force Propagation Pathways. To inves-
tigate how strain propagates through the protein complex, we
employed cross-correlation based network analysis to study
one-step rupture events and rupture events following Xmod
unfolding. From thermodynamic fluctuation theory, one can
infer that paths with high correlation of motion describe the
paths along which force propagates through a molecular
system.15,45 The relationship between fluctuations of atoms i
and j and the force F⃗i on atom i can be described by
r r k T
r
Fi j
T j
i
B⟨Δ ⃗Δ ⃗ ⟩ =
∂ ⃗
∂ ⃗ (1)
where Δri⃗ = ri⃗(t) − ⟨ri⃗(t)⟩ and ri⃗ is the position of atom i. If an
external force F⃗i acts on atom i and the potential between
atoms i and j is steep, the two atoms will move with high
positional correlation. By calculating a given element of the
correlation matrix Mij = ⟨Δri⃗Δrj⃗T⟩, we can quantify the strength
of an interaction potential between i and j. The deformation
response of the molecular complex under applied force will be
dominated by the stiff interaction potentials, while the soft
potentials become insignificant.15 The propagation of force
through the molecules and across the binding interface can
then be visualized along the pathways with high correlations of
motion. The high-correlation path with the smallest length,
namely, the smallest number of amino acid residues, is
considered to be the optimal path. When multiple paths of
similar length (number of nodes) are found to have high
correlation, then these are considered suboptimal paths. It is
important to notice that not all residues along these paths need
be considered to have the same importance for force
propagation. Instead, only residues or interactions that occur
in the highest number of suboptimal pathways need to be
conserved to guarantee an effective force propagation pathway
in the complex.15,29
Although the quasi-harmonic approximation of Pearson
correlation is commonly employed in correlation analysis of
molecular systems,46−51 it is not a priori justified for
complicated biomolecular interactions.52 However, since our
analysis relies on the identification of paths of highest
correlation through proximate residues, the quasi-harmonic
approximation implied using Pearson correlation is justified,
particularly for suboptimal pathway analysis.15
In Figure 6, the force propagation pathways through both
ScaB-XDoc:CohE (Figure 6A, C) and CttA-XDoc:CohE
(Figure 6B, D) complexes are depicted. Figure 6A and B
shows correlation networks obtained from one-step rupture
event trajectories for ScaB-XDoc:CohE and CttA-XDoc:CohE,
respectively. Figure 6C and D shows correlation networks
obtained from simulations exhibiting Xmod unfolding prior to
rupture. The depicted paths through the system are those
along which stress primarily propagates under load, obtained
just prior to rupture over a simulation window of 4.0 ns.
For the one-step rupture trajectories, it was previously
shown for CttA-XDoc:CohE that force propagated through
both binding helices of the Doc and along pathways with large
normal components with respect to the pulling axis.12 The
thickness of the lines in Figure 6 indicates how important these
pathways are. That is calculated by considering the multiple
possible paths of similar length with high-correlation.
Important nodes (amino acid residues) are those that are
present in a large number of paths. Likewise, important edges
(a line connecting two nodes) are those edges that are part of a
large number of paths. Therefore, the most important
pathways are those that are shown with thicker lines. Although
clear differences between the four force pathways shown in
Figure 6 are evident, one can easily observe that these
important pathways all have “sharp turns” near the interface.
These force-propagation routes nonparallel to the pulling axis
for ScaB-XDoc:CohE are advantageous for achieving high
dissociation forces.
It was previously shown for another ultrastable protein,
namely, silk crystalline units, that curving and branching force
paths distributed tension through the entire system.53 A
strategy that assumes an indirect path would allow the system
to more evenly utilize the interface between binding partners.
Such behavior can be simplified in a mechanical picture, where
a certain amount of mechanical work dW = F⃗·ds ⃗ is required to
separate two binding interfaces by a distance Δz and break the
interaction. If force F⃗ is locally perpendicular to the direction
of the unbinding axis ds,⃗ a larger force is required to break the
interaction than in a scenario where the force path points along
the unbinding axis.
Analysis of the correlation maps indicated that the calcium-
binding loops were key in distributing forces through the
Coh:Doc binding interface. In all scenarios, force propagated
through the calcium loops. Even after unfolding of Xmod,
force-propagation through the folded Doc remained largely
unchanged. As shown in Figure 4C, complex rupture forces
were greatly reduced when the Xmod was unfolded, but
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remained on the order of 200 pN at the given loading rates.
Overall, our correlation analysis supports the view that
directing force along a path with significant perpendicular
component to the pulling axis leads to high mechanical
stability.
■ CONCLUSION
The detailed molecular mechanisms of cellulosomes are of
broad interest, particularly given their applications in
biotechnology54 and their recent discovery as part of the
human gut microbiome.55,56 The ScaB-XDoc:CohE receptor−
ligand complex is essential for bacterial degradation of
cellulose, serving as an adhesion domain and anchoring its
organism to a primary carbon source.
The multistep computational pipeline we described to
understand the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex involved homology
modeling, wide-sampling of steered molecular dynamics
simulations, contact area analysis, and finally dynamic network
analysis. We developed this pipeline in order to structurally
characterize the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex, computationally
predict its high resistance to applied forces, and understand the
molecular mechanisms involved in force resistance. We
furthermore were able to confirm the predicted high forces
experimentally using parallel high volume acquisition of single-
molecule AFM force traces.
The additional strength observed for the ScaB-XDoc:CohE
complex is in agreement with its function. The actual load on
this complex, with its attached Doc-bearing enzymes and other
subunits, would seem to justify the improved mechanical
stability of the ScaB-XDoc:CohE complex over the CttA-
XDoc:CohE. The primary differences in behavior between
ScaB-XDoc and the previously characterized CttA-XDoc arise
from the Xmod region, which is significantly longer in ScaB.
Unfolding of the Xmod domain prior to complex rupture
caused a strong destabilization of the complex, and eliminated
the improved mechanical stability of ScaB-XDoc:CohE over
CttA-XDoc:CohE complexes. As the ScaB’s Xmod unfolded far
less frequently and at higher forces than its CttA analogue, its
larger structure rendered it more robust, improving the
stabilizing effect it had on the Doc:CohE complex. Taken
together, these results depict the Xmod’s function as a
structural support of the Doc’s binding helices under high
loads, acting in part as a mechanical shield to protect the
adjacent Doc from unfolding. Our wide-sampling simulation
approach with many simulation replicas was critical for
interpreting the mechanical behavior of these receptor−ligand
complexes, particularly in describing the mechanisms of
mechanical stability. In the future, successful merger of SMD
simulations with single-molecule mechanical experiments will
benefit from the analysis pipeline presented here in order to
gain insight into the fascinating interplay between equilibrium
protein binding affinity and adhesion mechanics.
■ METHODS
Structural Model. The structure of the CttA-XDoc:CohE
complex has been solved by means of X-ray crystallography at 1.97
Å resolution and is available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB: 4IU3).20
The second system, namely, ScaB-XDoc, had no structure available
and was solved by a homology modeling strategy.30 The construction
of Coh models was performed using MODELLER 9.1731 software
that employs spatial restriction techniques based on the 3D-template
structure. The best model was selected by analyzing the stereo-
chemical quality check using PROCHECK57 and overall quality by
ERRAT server.58 The structures of two sequence gaps in the loop
regions marked by arrows in Figure 1C were resolved by a loop
optimization protocol employing ROSETTA.33 Using NAMD34,35
through its QwikMD interface,36 structures were subjected to 100 ns
of equilibrium MD to ensure conformational stability. All structures
shown are from postequilibration MD simulations.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. MD simulations were
performed employing the NAMD molecular dynamics package.34
The CHARMM36 force field59 along with the TIP3 water model60
was used to describe all systems. Simulations were carried out
assuming periodic boundary conditions in the NpT ensemble with
temperature maintained at 300 K using Langevin dynamics for
pressure, kept at 1 bar, and temperature coupling. A distance cutoff of
14.0 Å was applied to short-range, nonbonded interactions, whereas
long-range electrostatic interactions were treated using the particle-
mesh Ewald (PME) method. The equations of motion were
integrated using the r-RESPA multiple time step scheme34 to update
the van der Waals interactions every two steps and electrostatic
interactions every four steps. The time step of integration was chosen
to be 2 fs for all simulations performed.
In a wide-sampling strategy,61 75 steered molecular dynamics
(SMD) runs were carried out for a total of 1.5 μs for each system. To
characterize the coupling between dockerin and cohesin, SMD
simulations28 with constant velocity stretching (SMD-CV protocol) at
5.0 Å/ns pulling speed were carried out. In all simulations, SMD was
employed by restraining the position the N-terminal of ScaB-XDoc or
CttA-XDoc, while pulling on the C-terminus of CohE. The procedure
is equivalent to attaching one end of a harmonic spring to the end of
one domain and pulling on the other domain with a spring, analogous
to the experiment. The force applied to the harmonic spring was then
monitored during the time of the molecular dynamics simulation.
All analyses of MD trajectories were carried out employing VMD32
and its plugins. Surface contact areas of interacting residues were
calculated employing PyContact.43 The Network View plugin29 on
VMD was employed to perform dynamical network analysis. A
network was defined as a set of nodes comprising all α-carbons
connected together by edges. Edges connect pairs of nodes if
corresponding monomers are in contact, and two nonconsecutive
monomers are said to be in contact if they fulfill a proximity criterion,
namely, any heavy atoms (non-hydrogen) from the two monomers
are within 4.5 Å of each other for at least 75% of the frames analyzed.
As suggested by Sethi et al.,29 nearest neighbors in sequence are not
considered to be in contact as they lead to a number of trivial
suboptimal paths. Conceptually, suboptimal paths can be understood
as allosteric signaling pathways or force propagation pathways.
Suboptimal paths are defined as paths that are slightly longer than
the optimal path, with a given suboptimal path visiting a node not
more than once. These multiple communication paths are nearly
equal in length, and not all residues along these paths need be
considered important for allostery.
Instead, only residues or interactions that occur in the highest
number of suboptimal pathways need to be conserved to guarantee an
effective pathway for allosteric communication. The thickness of the
edges connecting the nodes reveals the least and most used paths.
Allostery can be understood in terms of pathways of residues that
efficiently transmit energy, here in the form of mechanical
stress,15,62,63 between different binding sites. The dynamical networks
were constructed from 4 ns windows of the total trajectories. Using
the Floyd−Warshall algorithm, the suboptimal paths were then
calculated. The tolerance value used for any path to be included in the
suboptimal path was −ln0.5 = 0.69. To calculate the relevance of off-
diagonal terms in the correlation matrix, we employed Carma to
calculate a correlation matrix where x, y, and z components of each
atom were considered independently.
Protein Preparation for Experiments. All proteins were
expressed from pET28a vectors using standard induction and
expression protocols in NiCo21(DE3)RIPL cells, which were
cultivated in ZYM-5052 autoinduction media64 supplemented with
kanamycin and chloramphenicol. After pelleting, cells were lysed by
sonication and then centrifuged at 4 °C, 39 000 rcf for 60 min. The
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supernatant was filtered through a 0.22 PES membrane (Carl Roth +
Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) and applied to Ni-NTA columns
(HisTrap FF, GE Healthcare Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany).
After washing with 6 column volumes of a buffer containing 25 mM
TRIS, pH 8.4, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, and 0.5% (v/v)
Triton X-100, the bound fraction was eluted with a buffer containing
25 mM TRIS, pH 8.4, 300 mM NaCl, and 300 mM imidazole. All
protein solutions were concentrated using Amicon centrifugal filter
units (10K MWCO, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), followed by
buffer exchange against Ca-TBS (25 mM TRIS, pH 7.2, 75 mM NaCl,
and 1 mM CaCl2) buffer using ZebaSpin columns (Zeba spin
desalting columns 7K, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). Proteins were
stored at −80 °C, with glycerol added to 10% (v/v).
Surface Functionalization. Glass surfaces and silicon nitride
cantilevers (BioLever mini BL-AC40TS-C2, Olympus, Tokio, Japan)
were silanized with (3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane
(APDMES, ABCR GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). Utilizing silicon
masks (CultureWell Reusable Gaskets, Grace Bio-Laboratories, Bend,
OR), two spatially separated spots on the silanized glass surfaces were
PEGylated with α-maleimindo-hexanoic-ω-NHS polyethylene glycol
(NHS-PEG5000-Mal, Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) dis-
solved into 25 mM in 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic
acid buffer (HEPES), 50 mM, pH 7.5. Cantilevers were PEGylated
using the same conditions. Next, the PEGylated surfaces and
cantilevers were coupled to Coenzyme A (CoA, 1 mM) in sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.2. Finally ybbR-CBM(C63S)-ScaB-XDoc or
ybbR-CBM(C63S)-CttA-XDoc was covalently immobilized onto the
two spatially separated spots on the glass slide via their ybbR-tags in
an Sfp-catalyzed ligation at room temperature for 30 min. Each
Dockerin was diluted to 0.5 μM in Ca-TBS supplemented with 20
mM MgCl2, while the Sfp enzyme was added to 1 μM. CohE-
CBM(C63S)-ybbR was coupled to cantilevers at a concentration of
20 μM under the same conditions.
Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy. Measurements were
performed in Ca-TBS buffer using custom built AFM instruments
(driven vertically by PI-731 piezo actuators and laterally by a 25 × 25
mm piezomotor (U-751) in combination with a 100 × 100 nm (P-
734) stage, Physik Instrumente, Germany) in conjunction with MFP-
3D AFM controllers (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). Upon
approaching the sample surface with the cantilever tip, the complex
between CohE and either CttA-XDoc or ScaB-XDoc was formed and
the cantilever was retracted from the surface at constant velocities of
100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, and 6400 nm/s. After each force−
extension curve was acquired, the sample was moved laterally by 100
nm in order to probe a different molecule. Every several hundred
measurements, the glass slide was moved laterally between protein
spots, such that alternatingly CohE-ScaB-Doc and CohE-CttA-Doc
complexes were probed throughout the measurement. In this manner,
thousands of force−extension curves were automatically acquired over
a measurement time of 24−72 h. Single-molecule interaction traces
were identified by filtering the data sets using contour length analysis,
and identifying only those traces in which two CBM unfolding events
were observed.11 Traces exhibiting two CBM unfolding length
increments were then analyzed to create rupture event scatter plots
describing the rupture of the XDoc:CohE complexes.
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